
  

SSE-AV14 
1 to 4 Channel 
Video Overlay

Video Overlay SSE-AV14 technical specification

SSE-AV14 is a multi channel Video Overlay based on the advanced Intel Atom processing platform and leading video editing 

technology from TVOne. Configurable from 1 to 4 channels.

The Overlay superimposes PC generated text and graphics onto live composite video. It is running Subsea Engineering’s custom 

overlay software under the Windows XP Embedded (OEM) operating system. The information to be superimposed can be dynamic, 
such as time, date, any incoming data via serial or analog ports, or static information such as text and pictures. 

The user interface is simple and intuitive, no special skills required to operate the Overlay software. Every function except text entry is 
performed via the mouse with a simple 'point and click' operation. Data positioning on the overlay screen is done by dragging and 

dropping. Data is resized dynamically on the screen using the mouse. Data can be aligned on the screen either by a simple mouse 
function or via a grid that can be superimposed behind the data.

The two serial data inputs automatically have the data stripped out of the string and displayed in a table to enable a simple 'point and 
click' with the mouse to select and display the data on the overlay. The serial output port allows any of the incoming serial data to be 

selected and output from the overlay via the same simple 'point and click' action.

SSE-AV14 can operate as an:
a) Overlay – superimposing PC graphics on live video
b) VGA to composite video converter – in VGA mode

c) Standard PC.
d) Simultaneous Overlay and PC, with secondary HDMI or DVI-I monitor

The key features of the SSE-AV14:
* Video inputs - 4 with video conditioning / enhancing
* Video outputs - 4

* Video format – All the world's TV standards supported
* Video modes - VGA, Overlay, Bypass, Mixer – individually selectable for each channel

* VGA output – 1 - resolution - 1024x768
* HDMI output - 1

* Serial data inputs - 2
* Serial data output - 1

* Isolated analog inputs - 1
* Non-isolated analog inputs - 3
* Analog range - -5 to +5 DC, 24bit resolution, digital noise filtering

* USB ports - 3
* PS/2 ports – 2 (using supplied 'Y' cable)

* World power rating - 85 to 265 VAC
* Data storage - System - 4Gb, Data – external, user supplied

* LAN - 2x 100Base
* Software - Ver2.0 (upgradeable)                                                                                              Specifications are subject to change without notice
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In operation on a 
SeaEye Tiger


